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I. Introduction 

In this talk I will try to summarize our present knowledge of the 

diffractive process. Before showing any data, I would first like to re- 

view the properties and characteristics of diffractive scattering. The 

classical picture shows a wave scattering from a black or grey disk 

giving rise to a sharp peak in the angular distribution. The amount of 

scattering is independent of energy. In the Regge picture we think of 

scattering in terms of t-channel exchanges and diffraction corresponds to 

a separate Pomeron trajectory. Whatever the picture, three basic proper- 

ties have been used to signify diffractive scattering: i) a cross section 

which is independent of energy or at most has a In s dependence; ii) peak- 

ed angular distributions at 8 = 0' and iii) mainly imaginary amplitudes. 

In terms of dU/dt we expect to find exponential t-distributions whose 

slope is related to the transverse size of the target and beam particle. 

Over the years additional properties have been suggested: 

i) the angular distribution becomes more peaked with increasing 

energy (shrinkage). In the Regge picture shrinkage results from 

a Pomeron exchange with trajectory a: = Cro + Q' t with 01' > 0. 

ii) the scattering process is s-channel helicity conserving (SCHC). 

iii) in the t-channel the quantum numbers of the vacuum (I = 0 and 

C = 1) are exchanged. 

iv) the change in parity of the beam or target particle in the 

scattering process follows the natural spin-parity series (-l)J 
N 

or P f = Pi(-1) where AJ= spin change and pf and pi are the 

intrinsic parities of the outgoing and incoming particles (the 

Morrison-Gribov rule). 
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These and other properties such as equivalence of particle and anti- 

particle cross section and factorization of the upper and lower vertices 

of the Pomeron coupling have been discussed in recent reviews by David 

Leith'. 

Today I shall concentrate primarily on data of photoproduction and 

electroproduction of vector mesons. Photoproduction and more recently 

electroproduction has been an extremely useful tool in the study of 

diffractive production. The advantages are due to the strong coupling of 

the vector mesons to the Jp= l- photon whose initial spin characteristics 

can be controlled experimentally. This allows us to study the production 

characteristics using the decay angular distributions of the vector meson 

decay as an analyzer. The following topics will be covered: 

i) higher mass vector mesons 

ii) YK+YZ- line shape in dipion photoproduction on complex nuclei 

iii) energy dependence of the t-distribution for the diffractive 

photoproduction of vector mesons 

iv) diffractive vector meson electroproduction. 

II. Higher Mass Vector Mesons 

Many theories and phenomenological analyses have suggested the 

existence of additional vector-meson states (2) apart from the well-known PO, 

(Do, and 9 mesons. For example, the failure of the simple vector dominance 

model to explain photoproduction by coupling only to no, cu, and Cp could be 

remedied by adding higher mass vector mesons. 

In analogy to pot u) and 'p production it is natural to look for 

higher mass vector mesons in diffractive photoproduction as well as the 

direct production of the pc = 1-- system in e+e- annihilation through 
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one-photon ex.change. The production of an I CG = 1-+ vector meson state, 

the p' (1600), has been reported by several groups by the time of the 1972 

XVI International Conference on High Energy Physics at Chicago. Its re- 

sonance interpretation has been confirmed since. In the following I 

give a summary of the p' (1600) situation. In addition, diffractive 

photoproduction of an I CG = 1-+ ($ state at a mass of w 1250 MeV has 

been reported to this conference. 

A. Evidence for p' (1600) production. 

The n+x- mass distribution of the reaction 

yN + x+fi-N (1) 

has been examined for the production of higher mass vector mesons in 

bubble chamber and electronic experiments (3-W. No distinct 

higher mass vector mesons were found. However, a broad structure as seen 
- (9-W. 

in Fig. 1 was observed in the experiments on complex nuclei These 

experiments were hard to analyze since the p" tail is not well understood 

and coherent nuclear production is suppressed at high mass. 

The SLAC streamer chamber group m-1 has reported a wide enhancement 

in the 431 invariant mass near 1.6 GeV in the reaction 

yp + n+x-lc+Ir-p 

Their complete data are given in Fig. 2 for photon energies 6-18 GeV and 
i-t 

show a clear enhancement which is emphasized when the A signal is ex- 

cluded and a p" is required to be in the 431 combination (Fig. 2~). 

The cross section for the e+e- annihilation (13,14,15) intO 4Jr’ also 

shows a broad peak centered at 1.6 GeV (see Fig. 3), looking quite simi- 

lar to the photoproduction enhancement. The Ceradini et al. 05) results -w 

consist of 23 events in the energy range 1.5-1.7 GeV. Note, that the 
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peak p' cross section is now about 10 nb lower than the earlier published 

results of the ~LII group(14). 

In order to connect the 45r* enhancements (hereafter referred to as 

the p') found in photoproduction and e+e- annihilation, the photoproduced p' 

should have the quantum numbers P =1--. The kg+ mass enhancement in 

reaction (2) has the following production properties: 

i) peripheral production da ar e - 6t 
dt as seen in Fig. 4. 

ii) approximately energy independent cross section of 1 to 1.6 pb 

iii) dominance of the p" n+~- final state. 

These characteristics are consistent with diffractive production of 

the p' and suggest the above quantum number assignment. The S&AC-Berkeley 

(SB) collaboration (16) presented evidence that the p' indeed had 

quantum numbers Jp = l- and IG = l+ (C =-I from G = C(-1)') using the 

decay angular distribution of the p' and the branching ratio into n+~r- 
00 

AYI. I shall briefly present some of the arguments and data supporting 

these conclusions. For further details the reviews by M. Davier 07) and 

G. Wolf(18) and the original papers h&16) are suggested. 

i) As seen in Fig. 2 a p" is usually found in the 4fi* system. How- 

ever, the other K+J~- pair could have isospin 0, 1, and 2. Iso- 

spin 1 is ruled out by the lack of the pop0 decay and the experi- 

mental ratio of (p' -t p"fiono) to (p' -+ pOx+fl-)= 0.5 supports 

I = 0 instead of I = 2. 

ii) For an isovector-vector p' decaying to POX",- we would expect a 

decay matrix element using Bose symmetry together with the 

assumptions of lowest angular momentum and the absence of final 

state interactions 
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where F is the p' polarization and & is the decay analyzer. The problem 

is to find a vector which can be used as an anlyzer for the decay. It 

can be shown(16) t‘nat for not too large 4n masses the vector 

is reasonably efficient, where h + 
%,2 

are momentum vectors of the 2 T[+ in 

the 4x center of mass. 

Figure 5 (top) gives the distributions of the angles 8, $ of the 

vector & in the helicity system which show an approximate sin 
2 8 and 

cos2 9 behavior for the p' mass region similar to that found for elastic 

p" decay(4). The amount of sin2 8 cos 2* component in the 45r angular 

distribution, and consequently the number of s-channel helicity-conserv- 

ing 3 = l- 4% events can be determined from 

N 

Re Yz ('i > pi) (3) 

i=l 

and is shown in Fig. 5(bottom). 'The quantity n peaks near 1.5 GeV and 

has a FWHM of N 500 MeV(Note that II has not been corrected for the 

efficiency of the analyzer which decreases with increasing mass). This 

means that the decay angular distribution for the p* (1600) is consistent 

with P = l- and rules out the P = Of states. 

iii) !J!he spin-parity analysis was made assuming the p' (1600) is 

produced via s-channel helicity conservation, natural parity exchange in 

the t-channel and decays predominantly into p" s (E is an s-wave iso- 

scaler 7rfi state). The e+e- annihilation data of Ceradini et al. also -e 
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give evidence for a pee decay 05) . The SB authors (16) calculate 

the decay angular distributions of the analyzer Q for the P states 

1*, 2' and 3- assuming lowest allowed angular momentum between the 

p" and E. Only the P = l- state is found to agree with the decay 

angular distribution of Fig. 5. Hence the quantum number assignment 

found in photoproduction 

is identical with that of e+e- annihilation into p' through one 

photon exchange. Therefore, it is natural to treat the p' found in 

photoproduction and e+e- annihilation as being the same state. This 

conclusion is further reinforced when one calculates the expected 
+- ee +p’ cross section. 

L+ 4ll* 
To accomplish this be use the re- 

Y I2 
lationship between the Y+P'coupling constant -&- 

^, 2 
and the ~-+p' 

coupling $ , 

o(YP + PP) yp' G(YP + P'P) = 7p 
L+ Jhr+ t 1 

2 -* (4) 

assuming the amplitude for p' production 

small and that the amplitudes for pp and 

comparable. Analogously, the peak cross 

p are related by 

via an intermediate p" is 

p'p elastic scattering are 

sections for efe- + #and 

Using the measured photoproduction cross section a(p) = 14.0 f O.gClb (4) 
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and a(p' $: 42) P 1.6 ' 0.4 pb (W, 

M = 
P' 

1.6 GeV, and c(e+e- -t p) peak = 

(5) would predict: 

12< c ( 
+- 

peak ee 

the p’ width 300 < I' t < 600 MeV, 

1.00 + 0.13 ,b(l') els. (4) and 

b25n-b 

consistent with the measured value of (16 ' 5) nb (15) . 

As discussed above the X+X- decay mode seems to be quite suppressed, 

although two experiments (9,lO) have shown some indication for a structure 

in M(YC+YI-) near 1.5 GeV in photoproduction on complex nuclei as shown in 

Fig. 1. When kinematical effects are taken into account, one obtains (17) : 

P’ 
+- 

+YcYl 
p’ -t 4x* 5 0.14 

consistent with the upper limit of 0.20 found in the SIX-Berkeley-Tufts 

bubble chamber data (3,4). 

B. Non-Resonance Explanation of the p’ 

Two proposals have been put forward to explain the 4~ enhancement 

without identifying the above described state with a resonant p' vector 

meson: 

i) An explanation equally applicable to photoproduction and e+e- 

annihilation is the effect of the opening of quasi-two-body 

decay modes of the p" which produce bumps just after their 

threshold e.g. p" + p" e. (20,21,22) While this naively explains 

the decay angular distributions, the normalized mass distribu- 

tions shown in Fig. 6 (data divided by by 5 body ~'x+IT-~ phase 

space) do not follow the expected p" Breit-Wigner shape (23). 

However, Renard has suggested the p propagator has a cusp at the 
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masses of the coupled channels which affect the p" high mass tail. (22) 

He obtains qualitative agreement with the yA + ~+lr-A and e+e- + 

437~ + X0 data. We would expect from this hypothesis similar behavior 

in hadronic interactions, i.e. 

U(YP + p p"~+fl-> ++ = c(g+~+A p"Yc+lr -> 

U(YP + P PO) a(rc+p + A +-+ PO> 

The data of Y. Eisenberg et al. (24) on 3t + p + A* p(p’) sets limits -- 

on p' production which are in disagreement with the p/p’ ratio of 

1O:l found in yp experiments. However, as pointed out by D. H. 

Miller(25), the problem with the analysis of the fl+p experiment is 

probably that at such a low momentum and high t one-pion exchange 

is no longer valid, the minimum t at the p’ mass is 0.3 Ge v2 at 

'j GeV/c for x+p + A* p’. 

ii) Ferbel and Slattery have suggested that the p’ might be just 

another kinematic enhancement similar to the Al and Q found in np 

and Kpscattering (26). While their naive reggeized Deck calculation 

satisfactorily describes the observed mass and momentum transfer de- 

pendence (Fig. 7) it also predicts forward-backward peaking of the 

lr* not found in the data (23). In addition, this model fails to ex- 

plain the p’ 
+- signal seen in e e annihilation. See also comments by 

Rapporteur Ph. Salin. 

C. Resonance Behavior in I(+z- Phase Shift for Mflxw 1600 MeV 

The non-resonance explanations of the p’ were motivated by the ab- 

sence of a decay mode into two pseudoscalar mesons. TheCERN-@&HEN 

collaboration (27) has performed an energy dependent and an energy inde- 
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pendent analysis of elastic 5cn scattering using the data of the reaction 

YC- p + n+z-n at 17.2 GeV/c. The ~[JI energy covers the range from 600 to 

1900 MeV. Apart from the well-known resonances p, f, and g they find a 

strong s-wave in the p and in the f-meson region. A P-wave resonance 

occurs in both analyses at N 1600 MeV with a total width of 180 MeV and 

an elasticity of 0.25, which could be identified with the L% decay of the 

p* meson (see Fig. 8a,b). 

Note that the energy independent phase shifts have been parsmeterized 

in terms of the K-matrix formalism using Breit-Wigner forms for the re- 

sonances plus background. This representation is shown in the Argand 

diagrams of Fig. 8b. If the p' were related to the p" + p" E decay the 

Argand diagram would not show a loop but rather a departure from the 

circle (see Fig. 6 of Ref. 22). The effect of the p* on the angular 

distributions is seen in Fig. 9 where the < $ > moments are given for 

1.4 <Mflfi < 1.8 Gev. In particular the moments C Y", > and < Yg > are not 

described unless a second resonance is included in the P-wave. The re- 

sonance mass of 1590 * 20 MeV is consistent with that found in photo- 

production. However, the yp experiments and e+e- annihilation show a much 

broader p' (300 - 600 MeV compared to 180 * 50 MeV). 
+ 

The upper limit of R = ' 
' + ;ft- 

+ < 0.14 in the photoproduction data 
P' -t 45r- 

on complex nuclei and R < 0.2 from the SBT bubble chamber data would 

give an upper limit on the elasticity 17 < 0.11 for p' + X+X- (assuming 

(p' + pOnOTcO>/(p' -t p"fl+n-) = 0.5 and no other decay channels) compared 

with the measured elasticity of 0.25 * 0.05 by the CERN-&CHEN group. 

Perhaps, some non-resonant background from processes as discussed above 

is contributing to the p' mass region in photoproduction. 
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D. Y - o' Couoling Constant 

Using Eqn. (4) and accounting for p' + z+lr- and p* + fl",-sc'~' one 

finds(ll'16) that 

45 5 8 

Thus the p;' contributes H lC$ to the Compton sum rule at t=O (18) 

d s (YP -+ YP) ' = t&m9 p' [(q-1 % (yp+VTP)] *] @) 
-7 Y J 

0.87 + 0.2 0.52 + 0.04 + 0.066 + 0.014 + 0.043 t 0.004 + 0.084 + 0.03 = 
YP + YP YP + PO P YP + 'PP YP + P'P 

=0.71+0.03 (pbjEec2y$ 

neglecting possible real parts and using the input values listed in 

Table I. D. R. Yennie has pointed out that one should also include a 
+- 

non-resonant r[ r[ production in the Compton sum rule which could contri- 

bute to Eqn. 6 as much as 10 to 20% of the p" contribution (31) and would 

be almost sufficient to saturate the Compton Sum-Rule. 

In summary, we have seen p' production in-three different production 

processes: e+e- annihilation into the p* in a J 
PC = l-- state through one- 

photon exchange , photoproduction of the p' (1600) shown by the SLAC- 

Berkeley collaboration to have quantum numbers JP = l-, IG = l+, and 
+- 

evidence for a p-wave (I = 1) resonance in the analysis of elastic I[ YC 

scattering at N 1600 MeV with an elasticity of 0.5. A summary of the 

p* properties for these experiments is found in Table II. Criticisms can 

be made of each technique but as a whole they give good evidence for a 

resonance behavior. 
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E. Other Higher Mass Vector Mesons 

As discussed above the p' is found at 1,.6 GeV. However, we were 

supposed to find the p' at 1.2 - 1.4 GeV and a p" at 1.6 - 1.8 GeV (2). 

Thus the p* (1600) is closest to the p" mass region and no enhancement was 

observed at 1.2 < M4fl* < 1.4 GeV. Perhaps the p' (1ZjO) does not couple 

+- strongly to 5( X or 4K f . 

The SLAC-Berkeley (S-B) collaboration (32) have investigated other 

channels for higher mass vector mesons. They observe a strong enhance- 

ment as seen in Fig. 10 in the channel 

yp*p"+,r-MM (7) 

at M(z+K-MM) near 1.e GeV at the three energies 2.8, 4.7, and 9.3 GeV. 

Here MM signifies two or more neutrals. The selection d ? > 0.1 Ge 

which is applied to the sample of Fig. 10 eliminates most of the events 

0 from the channel yp + p X+K-YI . An enhancement at 1240 MeV in the meson's 

mass recoiling off the proton in the reaction yp + p + anything was first 

(33) reported by Anderson et al. Since no comparable enhancement has been -- 

observed in any other photoproduction final state (32) , the enhancement 

in the S-B data and the SLAC MM experiment are most likely due to the 

same effect. A similar peak was also observed in the DESY streamer 

chamber experiment(34). 

The S-B collaboration finds that the enhancement is strongly asso- 

ciated with II+X- pairs in the mass region 0.32 < MX+fi- < 0.6 GeV (shaded 

portion of Fig. 10). From this and from a study of other final states 

they conclude that (1) IT' is the dominant decay mode. However, sizeable 

contributions from a pfp- decay cannot be ruled out. 

Note that any w x ' system has the quantum numbers I CG = 1-+ and hence 
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I 

can be photoproduced diffractively. 

The enhancement is produced peripherally as can be seen from the t 

distribution in Fig. ll and from the lack of signal in the bottom part of 

Fig. 10. The production cross section is shown in Fig. 12 together with a 

point derived from the data of Anderson et al. The cross section is rough- -e 

ly independent of the photon energy at a level of 1 pb. It should be 

noted however, that the cross section of Fig. 12 was obtained by fitting 

a Breit-Wigner distribution of fixed width (150 MeV) and assuming a 

sizeable u) JI background under the peak. If both assumptions are relaxed 

twice as large a cross section can be obtained. 

The above observations suggest that the LU~I enhancement is produced 

diffractively. The unimportance of non-diffractive contributions is 

supported by the lack of an 0) x- 436) enhancement at 1240 MeV in yn -t p o I( . 

An analysis of the decay correlations observed in the S-B experiment shows 

that both a .$? = l- and l+ assignment are compatible with the data. 

The SLAC-Berkeley authors conclude that the enhancement is primarily 

due to one or a mixture of the following processes (37) : 

i) a non-resonant Deck effect yp + p u, x 0 according to the dia- 

grams of Fig.13. From rough calculations of non-reggeized and 

reggeized Deck processes(32) one expects contributions from dia- 

grams of Fig.13 in the order of 2 ub, which peak at masses of 

1.2 GeV. The peak is rather broad (r 2 300 MeV). The uncertain- 

ty of its detailed shape makes a further analysis difficult. 

ii) Production of the B(1235). 

The B me::? is tb.3 only established particle which has a domi- 
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nant CD YC decay compatible with the data. The B can be photo- 

produced diffractively via an orbital momentum 8 = 1 exchange 

since the B belongs to the unnatural spin-parity series with 

P = l+ favored(3g). (This process would violate the Morrison- 

Gribov rule). 

iii) Production of a p' (EJO) 

The enhancement might as well be due to the diffractive product- 

ion of the long sought p' (150) observed in its dominant w x 0 

decay mode. 

The SLAC-Berkeley data also show a p' (1600) signal in the channel 

yp + p YC+YT- MM at 9.3 GeV which is compatible with a p" E decay of the 

p'(40). This is seen in Fig. 14 where a p" selection has been made in the 

n+Yl- mass. Data are shown only for low ItI < 0.5 GeV2. 

In contrast to the p" n+fl- channel (see Fig. 2) figure 14 shows a 

broad maximum between 1.6 and 2 GeV. The maximum peaks at higher masses 

than expected from the p' + p'fi+~- final state. Hence some presently un- 

identified background or resonance contributions must be present between 

masses of 1.8 and 2.1 GeV (40). 

III. z+z- Line Shape in Dipion Photoproduction on Complex Nuclei 

In photoproduction on hydrogen the skewing of the rho mass shape has 

been interpreted as an interference of the p Breit-Wigner amplitude with 

a P-wave Drell background commonly referred to as the S6'ding model. This 

model describes well (3,4) the P-wave x+J(- amplitude of the reaction 

yp+ti+rr-p . 

Bauer(41) has suggested that when the production takes place on com- 

plex nuclei one must consider in addition to the single scattering dia- 

gram, the scattering of both pions from the nucleons. The Drell ampli- 

tudes are then significantly smaller resulting in a X+X- line shape which 

is less skewed on heavier nuclei. In the SLAC or%- spectrometer experi- 
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ment on complex nuclei , photoproduction pf the p" at 5, 7, 9 GeV was 

studied on Be, C, Al, Cu and Pb. The results of the study on the y-p 

(42) coupling constant and the rho-nucleon cross section have been reported. 

The analysis of the 31+x- line shape in terms of the Sxding model shows a 

decreasing contribution of the Drell amplitude relative to the p" with 

(43) increasing A consistent with the theoretical predictions of Bauer. 

In a contribution to this conference the DESY streamer chamber 

group study photoproduction of dipion pairs on Carbon (44). The events 

originate from a scintillation counter used to trigger the streamer 

chamber. Nearly the full angular distribution of the p” + a+~- decay 

was detected. The events were separated from other channels by a 1C 

kinematic fit to 

+- 
yc-+xrr c (8) 

using the measurement of the photon energy in the tagging system. In- 

coherent events on the nucleus were reduced-by excluding the events with 

signature of a nuclear breakup. 

Figure 15 shows the n+lt- mass distribution for the 2 higher energy 

intervals. A strong p" is observed with little background. The rho 

region has an exponential t-dependence of slope N 60 GeV 
-2 reflecting 

the coherent production. 

The t-dependence of the rho shape was studied using the parameter- 

ization procedure, i.e. multiplying the p-wave Breit-Wigner shape for 

the rho by (Mp/Mrrn)n(t). In Fig. 16 n is given as a function of t. For 

comparison the photoproduction data of the streamer chamber on hydrogen (34) 

is given along with the SLAC-Berkeley-Tufts (3) results for n. For Car- 

bons the exponent n decreases with t much faster than for hydrogen, i.e. 
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the mass skewing is gone at a smaller t. In addition, the value of n at 

t = 0 is approximately 1 unit lower for Carbon than for hydrogen which 

agrees qualitatively with the SLAC complex nuclei data and the prediction 

of Bauer. However, the approach to a pure Breit-Wigner form at lower 

t values on Carbon is not well understood. 

IV. Energy Dependence of the Momentum Transfer Distribution 

In the classical picture of diffractive scattering, a plane wave on 

a black disk yields an energy independent differential cross section. 

However, the lower energy experimental data on pp scattering showed a 

strong increase in the exponential slope of the t-distribution. In the 

Regge picture the data suggested a Pomeron trajectory Q.(t) = a(O) + Wt 

witha' >O. In other reactions, e.g. zf p + flf p, little or no energy 

dependence is observed. It has been suggested that meson exchange con- 

tributes to flfp elastic scattering and interferes with the Pomeron ex- 

change yielding an energy independent exponential slope parameter. In' 

photoproduction, the reaction yp + pop corresponds to the ~'p + fltp be- 

havior while the reaction yp + qp is throught to proceed only via 

Pomeron exchange. In this section I discuss the energy dependence of 

the t-distributions of the quasi-elastic p" and Cp photoproduction. 

A. The Reaction yp + pop 

In Fig. 17 we show the differential cross section for the high 

0 (45) energy SLAC data > 10 GeV on the reaction yp + p p . The forward 
+- 

3rd are detected in a spectrometer from the production of a bremsstrah- 

lung photon beam on a hydrogen target. The data have been corrected for 

an inelastic rho contribution which varied from 2.5$ for their 14 - 16 

GeV selection to 2$ for the 10 - 12 GeV interval in their 16 GeV 
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endpoint run. The spectrometer had a reasonable acceptance for most of 

the decay angular distributions and the data are consistent with s- 

channel helicity conservation. These data occur for -t < 0.2 Ge! and Tf 

show an exponential decreasing behavior with t. Cross section values 

have been determined by the tlstandard method" suggested by Yennie (46) : 

P 
This method avoids some of the problems associated with comparing 

experimental data, namely: 

0 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

the line shape of the dfi mass spectrum in photoproduction need 

not be specified over a wide range. The broad width of the p", 

I‘ N 140 MeV, leads to uncertainties in the high mass intensity 

of the p" Breit-Wigner shape. 

Models such as that of Szding result in artificially reducing 

the p" forward differential cross section due to the Chew-Low 

kinematical boundary limiting the contribution from the high 

(3,4) mass tail at small t. 

Since the incoherent background varies between different experi- 

mental techniques and energies, accounting for this background 

is a more difficult problem over the entire mass range than 

only in the region of the rho mass. 

Different experimenters use grossly varying forms for the 

Sgding model. While on the surface one would think that the 

"Ssding" results obtained by different experiments can be com- 

pared, in actuality the results for the rho cross sections vary 

a great deal due to detailed assumptions chosen for the model 
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even for the same raw data (47). 

However, some problems remain associated with obtaining the p" 

signal at Mo and thereby obtaining the p" cross section via Eqn. 9. 

i) Different experimenters use different values for M thus 
P 

evaluating da/d MflX at different points on a curve falling 

rapidly with increasing mass. In addition, the experimental 

mass determination between experiments may be systematically 

wrong by as much as 1s. 

ii) Subtraction of incoherent background is still a problem. 

This is relatively easy, but not always done, in bubble 

chamber experiments where the R+Z-P channel is easily 

separated by a kinematical fit and the n*fi- and phase 

space contributions can be subtracted. In experiments 

where only the X+II- line shape is observed, a more difficult 

problem is encountered. 

iii) The matrix element for the p" and coherent ~YC background can 

also be important e.g. ignoring the PO-U, interference can 

result in N 10% difference in the rho cross section. 

iv) Obviously from Eqn. 9, the width used is very important. 

While r may vary in obtaining dU/dt/MzW from the line shape, 

it should remain fixed in determining the rho cross sections 

via Eqn. 9. Comparisons should use the ssme rp. 

The differential cross section of Fig. 17 has been fit to the form 

da da 
dt = dt I t=o eAt 

resulting in the slopes A plotted as a function of energy in Fig. 18. 
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The bubble chamber data of SLAC-Weimnann-Tel Aviv collaboration (SWT) 

of the SIX-Berkeley-Tufts collaboration (SBT) (41, and the spectrometer 

data of the Cornell group (29) using the standard method are also given. 

The SWT data include an incoherent background in the x+x-p channel which 

is important at low E . 
Y 

One should note the different t ranges used for 

extracting the p slope, which are relevant 'if da/at is not a pure expo- 

nential. In pp elastic scattering the slope for Iti < 0.15 is 1 to 2 

units larger than for 0.15 < ItI< 0.3 Ge?. The importance of the t- 

range can be seen in Fig. 19 where dU/dt is given for the SB 9.3 GeV 

data and the SLAC forward ~r+x- spectrometer data. !Fhe results for da/dt 

are in agreement. However, the slopes as seen in Fig. 18 differ by 

2.5 units. The data show little s-dependence of the exponential slope 

and are consistent with the energy variation of the average of the z'p 

elastic scattering slopes in the region 0.1 < ItI < 0.4 GeV2 shown as a 

dashed curve on Fig. 18,although the photoproduction slope is on the 

average u 1 unit smaller. For comparison, the s-dependence of other 

elastic hadron-hadron slopes are given in Fig. 20 (1,491. We see that pp 

and K+p elastic scattering show strong shrinkage (slope increases with 

increasing energy) while their anti-particle counterptits show no 

shrinkage (pp shows anti-shrinkage). 

The recent literature contains attempts to reconcile the energy de- 

pendence of the differential cross section for different reactions. In 

terms of the dual absorption model (DAM) the differences arise 

different allowable meson exchange amplitudes interfering with 

meron exchange. 

from the 

the Po- 

M. Davier(50) ") for for dp elastic scattering and Chadwick et al. -e 
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Compton scattering and "elastic" p" photoproduction have carried out an 

amplitude analysis to extract the Pomeron and meson exchange amplitudes. 

They assumed that only the Pomeron and the f" meson contribute to the 

isoscalar exchanges in the t-channel (other exchanges are expected to be 

negligible or are specifically excluded, e.g., I # 0 exchanges (52)). 

Following the ideas of H. Rarari (53) they parameterized the imaginary 

part of f exchange by a peripheral amplitude 

Af 
t 

Im f(t) = - . e Bf . 

J- 
Jo (R 6-1 (10) 

S 

and the Pomeron by a central collision process iApe BPt . They describe 

the t-dependence of the differential p" cross section well as seen in 

Fig. 21. The results for the energy dependence of the exponential slopes 

of the Pomeron, B 
P' 

and f-exchange, Bf, amplitudes are given in Fig. 21. 

Within the assumptions of the dual absorption model the data indicate 

i) the Pomeron amplitude shrinks with increasing energy 

-ii) the f-exchange slope is consistent with a linear increase 

in In s. 

Thus we see that a small non-diffractive amplitude can make a large 

effect in the energy dependence of the differential cross section. 

The SBT data show a small but significant s-channel helicity flip 

amplitude in yp + X+X-P with M,c,- N Moo associated with natural parity 

exchange in the t-channel (41. The ratio of helicity single-flip to non- 

flip amplitudes at the 7-p' vertex is comparable in magnitude to that 

found in xp elastic scattering (54) where nucleon helicity flip is mea- 

sured.In Fig. 22 the ratio of single-flip to nonflip amplitudes for II;, 

elastic scattering is shown along with 2 Re pyo for yp + srt"-~(M~+~-w Moo) 
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(2 Re pTo -N (Im TOY/T:), h w ere N refers to the natural parity exchange 

component). The flip amplitudes do not show zeros at -t = 0.2 and 0.6 Ge $1 

which would be expected, if most of the s-channel helicity flip were due 

to f exchange and the f amplitude has the peripheral character of Eqn.10. 

Thus in terms of the dual absorption model the SCHC violation is most 

likely associated with the Pomeron exchange or with background in the 

case of yp + pop. 

B. The Reaction yp -t 'pp 

At this point we tiiought we understood the s-dependence of the differ- 

ential cross section and why different reactions display different be- 

havior. However, the results of the SLAC-Wisconsin group (30) and the 

recent Bonn results(55) on elastic Cp photoproduction have thrown into 

disarray once again our understanding of diffractive processes. Freund (56) , 

and more recently Barger and Cline (571, have pointed out on very general 

grounds that 'pp elastic scattering should proceed only by Pomeron exchange. 

This follows directly from the quark model with the 9 made up of two 

strange quarks and is supported by experimental evidence showing the Cp to 

be decoupled from nonstrange hadrons. Therefore, a measurement of Op 

elastic scattering would more unequivocally determine the parameters of 

the Pomeron trajectory than other elastic scattering processes involving 

additional exchange contributions. 

Since the Cp meson has the same quantum numbers as the photon, the Cp 

photoproduction cros.s section si;;: ild be directly related to elastic 

scattering of transversely polarized cp mesons on the proton, i.e., 
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Thus, measurements of the photoproduction of Cp mesons should determine 

the energy dependence of the differential cross section for the elastic 

scattering of 'P mesons and hence for the Pomeron. 

c. Properties of yp + 'pp 

Before presenting the cross section measurements, let us first look 

at the data on other properties of Cp photoproduction. The Wisconsin- 

SLAC group(58) measured the asymmetry parameter at a photon energy of 

8.14 GeV and ItI = 0.2 GeV2 in a setup which detects the proton and the 

K+K- pair and obtained 

c = o.g.35 * 0.12 

in excellent agreement with the predictions from pure Pomeron exchange. 

This result is different from that of an earlier Cornell measurement (591, 

possibly due to a contamination from inelastic '? in the Cornell data. In 

(29) fact, Berger et al. who measure the recoil proton and the K%' of the -m 

(p decay, point out that if the inelastic component in the McClellan et !a ) ? -- 

data is polarized oppositely to the elastic, the large asymmetry(0.55 * 

0.13) reported by McClellan et al. can be understood without invoking -- 

non-diffractive behavior in the elastic production. 

The Wisconsin-SLAC data are supported by the SUC-Berkeley-Tufts ex- 

periment(4). They have studied T-photoproduction with smaller statistics 

in the bubble chamber using a linearly polarized photon beam and find 

that the Cp decay density matrix elements and measured asymmetry at 

2.8/4.7 and 9.3 GeV are consistent with SCHC and pure natural parity 

exchange. In Fig. 23 their cos 8 and q dependence shows the familiar 

sin2 8 cos2 JI decay distribution in the helicity system expected for s- 
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channel helicity conservation. 

(60) The Cornell experiment of McClellan et al. also measures Cp -- 

production on deuterium and find the deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio, extra- 

polated to t = 0, to be R(o) = 3.6 * 0.6 although no inelastic contribu- 

tions have been subtracted. The predicted ratio, assuming no isospin ex- 

change, is R(o) = 3.89. The data are thus consistent with the pure 

Pomeron exchange hypothesis. 

The DESY/MIT group studied Cp photoproduction from a carbon target 

at about 7 GeV (61). They observed copious coherent production of the 'p, 

an analysis of the decay distribution is again consistent with s-channel 

helicity conservation. 

However, there is some indication that the forward yp + Cpp may not 

be purely imaginary as one would have expected for pure Pomeron exchange. 

The DESY/MIT group have measured the real part of the yp + 'pp process (62) 

by observing the interference between the resonant rP production and the 

Bethe-Heitler process in 7C + W, with 9, + e*e- at 7 GeV. They report 

that the Cp amplitude differs from being purely imaginary by ?j" * 13' or, 

in other terms , !j$$ = (- 0.48 2:;;). TX. s may be an indication that 

the y + Cp process is not purely due to Pomeron exchange. Unfortunately, 

this is a difficult experiment and the errors are not small enough to draw 

firm conclusions. 

D. t-Distribution of Cp Production 

The differential cross section for Q, production is displayed in 

Fig. 24,e for three energy-regions. The data from various experimental 

techniques are consistent with one another. Some evidence is seen at 

large ItI for a deviation from a pure exp(At) dependence in the spectro- 
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(30) meter data of Anderson et al. 05) . The recent BOM data at E = 2 GeV -m Y 
shows a sharp falloff in t consistent with a pure exponential dependence. 

The s-dependence of the Cp differential cross section at t = -0.6 C&V2 is 

given in Fig. 26. Little or no s-dependence is observed. 

This conclusion can also be reached for the entire ItI range > 0.3 

Gel?- as seen in Fig. 27 where the high statistic counter data for do/dt 

are plotted. However, the low t point of Bonn is significantly lower by 

23$ (or 4SD) than the higher energy data (anti-shrinkage) where one would 

have expected the 2 GeV data to be larger, if anything, if S-ChaMel 

effects are important. In addition, the flux factor relating the cross 

section to the amplitude would give a slightly larger low energy cross 

section assuming that the amplitude is energy independent. 

Perhaps the lack of shrinkage is associated with only the interme- 

diate t region. To test this hypothesis the t = - 0 6 GeV2 differential . 

cross section (63) is given in Fig. 28 for the K+p and pp elastic scatter- 

ing which show strong shrinkage. While a strong energy dependence is 

observed below s = 10 -13 GeV2 the data show little energy dependence 

between s = 10 - 40 Ge? (64). In contrast, the Cp data are consistent 

with no energy dependence from s = 4 -t 40 GeV 
2 at t = - 0 6 Gel?. . 

All the SLAC-Wisconsin data were taken with almost identical spectro- 

meter settings. They detect only the proton and consequently the complete 

decay angular distribution and all decay modes are included. The proton 

momentum is measured in a MM spectrometer and is identified by pulse 

height. Pions are rejected by a Lucite eerenkov counter. The yp + 'pp 

cross sections were obtained by analyzing the missing mass distribution 

against the proton in the vicinity of the Cp mass. Accordingly the cross 
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section ratios are unaffected by systematic uncertainties in the spectro- 

meter efficiencies. 

The BOM point at 2 GeV was obtained in a spectrometer experiment 

where the K+K- and p were measured and identified by time of flight. 

They assume s-channel helicity conserving Cp production to take into 

account their geometrical cutoff in the K+K- acceptance. Only 'p's with 

cost3 H = of 0.39 (eH = go -t 23') 

cp = 90' lz” 

are detected. The SCHC assumption was checked at t = - 0.457 Gel? with 

the apparatus sensitive to 'P's at 

cost3 H = 0.47 * 0.18 (eH = 62 + 12') 

cp = 90 + 12O 

and was found to be consistent with the expected sin2eH dependence. 

Corrections are also made for K decays in flight and unseen decay modes 

for 9 decay. Included in the error is a systematic uncertainty of 

s 10%. 

Analysis of the SIX-Wisconsin missing mass results alone at t = 

-0.6 GeV2 in terms of 

da N s2(aeff-l) 
dt 

gave a value of aeff = 1.02 + 0.08. If aeff(t> is expressed as aeff(t) = 

1 + a't, the a' = -0.03 ' 0.13 i.e. no sh.rinkage. When the actual slope 

measurements are combined, a similiar behavior is found in the s-depen- 

dence of the exponential slope as seen in Fig. 29 and Table III. The 
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slope A and g dt Itzo are shown for the photoproduction data by fitting the 

measurements for ]tl < 1 GeV2 to the form 

da 
dt =db I dt t=o 

. eAt 

with% It o = and A as parameters. The smooth curve in Fig. 29 is a fit 

of the form A = A0 + 2a' In s with 

AO 
= 4.0 GeV -2 

a’= 0.14 + 0.09 GeVm2 

which is in fact compatible with the missing mass results at t = - 0.6 Ge v? 

Let us now accept the smaller a1 as representing the true c3. Then 

Cx' for yp -t 'pp is similar to that found in pp elastic scattering 0,491 

for the t-region 0.15 < ItI < 0.3 GeV2 and s-region 30 < s < 4000 Ge v2 

AO 
= 9.2 2 0.9 GeVW2 

at = 0.10 2 0.06 GeVe2 

However, as seen in Fig. 30, this is only true for high s: the s-depen- 

dence is very strong for s < 30 GeV2. Perhaps the interpretation one can 

place on these results is that Cp photoproduction may have only Pomeron 

exchange and thus reflects the behavior of high energy pp scattering at 

a much lower energy. Assuming this is true, the larger value for A0 in 

pp scattering over that for yp + 'pp means the Cp acts as if the q-nucleon 

interaction radius is smaller than the nucleon-nucleon, pion-nucleon and 

rho-nucleon interaction radii. A similar conclusion can be reached by 

comparing a(cpN) = 9.8 z g'z mb from the DESY experiment (61) to D(PP) z . 
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40 - 45 mb(l). 

Note that the conclusions reached on the s-dependence of "elastic" 

(JJ production essentially come from the three high statistics experiments 

of BOM, Cornell and SLAC-Wisconsin. However, as we have noted above 

the assumption of s-channel helicity conservation is crucial to the ex- 

traction of the differential cross section in the 2 GeV Bonn data. 

Because the s-channel helicity flip amplitudes are necessarily zero for 

forward produced Cp's, a contribution to 7p -t 'pp from s-channel helicity 

flip amplitudes can also affect the slope determination as well as the 

normalization in the differential cross section. At such a low energy 

the assumption of SCHC may not be valid, although, at 2.8 and 4.7 GeV 

the SBT data are consistent with SCHC (4) within rather large errors. 

E. Non-Peripheral f-Exchange Amplitude 

The result for the Pomeron exchange ampiitude from rP photoproduction 

is in contradiction to the dual absorption model extraction of the Pome- 

ron exchange amplitude as seen by the dashed curve of Fig. 29. Barger, 

Geer and Halzen (65) address this problem. In contrast to the approach 

of Davier(50) (51) and Chadwick et al. they extract the f-exchange ampli- -- 

at each value of CX'. They find for C!' < 0.4 (which is required for the 

Pomeron from the Cp results) a non-peripheral t-distribution is obtained 

for the (A2, f, KT*) tensor exchanges, i.e., the amplitude is not of the 

(51) form of Eqn. 10. In this case, as Chadwick et al. point out the s- -- 
f- 

channel helicity flip amplitude found in the IX JI mass region near the 

rho, which does not show a peripheral character, can then come from the 

Pomeron, the f-excher&:;e amplitudes, or the background under the p". 
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v. Diffractive Vector Meson Electroproduction 

The recent data on electroproduction of vector mesons allows 

us to investigate diffractive PO-production as the "mass2 tiQ2'l of 

the incident particle is altered. This enables us in principle to 

study vector meson production and decay from longitudinal photons 

which do not necessarily behave like those from the transverse 

component. In addition, the Q2-dependence of both the transverse 

and longitudinal components may be studied. 

(A) p" Mass Distributions 

The track chamber and wide aperture spectrometer experi- (@+7,W 

ments isolate the channel 

GQ -3 x+x-p 02) 

by kinematic fits and consequently obtain a relatively clean sample 

of "elastic" rho events. Fig. 31 shows the x'sl- mass distributions; 

one observes a distinct p" signal on a background of ,< 26. For 

three Q2-intervals of the SLAC bubble chamber data the s[+r[- mass 

projections are given in Fig. 32 and show a distinct p" signal in 

each Q2-interval. The background contribution in the reg,ion of the 

rho mass can further be reduced by fitting the Dalitz plot density 

allowing for contributions from pop, A*fl-, a'~" and phase 

space. The resulting p" contribution to the total cross section 

is given in Fig. 33 and shows that the relative importance of p" 

production decreases with for 2 <W < 5 GeV. 

However, the fractional decrease of o(p")/crTOT differs 



between the experiments. Relative to the SLAC WAS data the DESY 

STC result falls h) 1.5 times faster with Q* while the SLAC! HBC re- 

sult has about a factor 1.5 less Q* dependence. These experiments 

are found to be roughly in agreement with the predictions of the 

vector dominance model of Sakurai and Schildlmecht (6g), i.e., 

the p" cross section decreases as the p" propagator squared 

1 * 2 
( ) 1++ 

mP 

This agreement is more clearly seen in Fig. 34 where the cross 

section for 7 2 +p"p is given as a function of Q*. The cross 

03) 

section data do not require a longitudinal component. However, as 

we shall see, the angular decay distribution require a longitudinal 

component if we assume s-channel helicity is conserved in electro- 

production. 

(B) p" Decay Distributions 

In all the present experiments the longitudinal and trans- 

verse components are not separated. To do so requires the Q*-de- 

pendence of a particular W interval to be studied with different 

incident energy lepton beams, i.e., for different E (the ratio of 

the longitudinal to transverse photon flux). For the description 

of the p" decay in electroproduction, the usual density matrix 

representation (72) must be expanded to include production by 

longitudinal photons (73). If 8 and 9 are the polar and azimuthal 
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angles of the IX+ in the p" rest system (with the z axis along the 

CMS p" direction, the x axis in the hadron production plane, and 

(D the azimuth of the scattered lepton with respect to the hadron 

production plane in the hadronic CMS), then the angular distribu- 

tion of p decay is 

W(cosB,~,~)& $(l-rOO '2 rOO-l)cos*6-@ Re r10sin2BcosW-rl-lsin28cos2T 9 b3 O4 
04 04 

-E cos2~(r~sjn26+r~Ocos29-fi Re 2 r~Gsin2t3cosV-r~-lsin BcosW) 

04) 

+ *e(l+e+A) cosO(rUsi.n20+roo r5 5 cos*f3-fi Re ~losi.n2~cos'F-r~-lsin26cos2rP) 

where the polarization parameter 

E = 
1 

1 + 2(Q* + v*) tad9/2 

Q* (1 - Q*,,/Q*,* 

and r&n = 2,(EE' - l$ljp'll - $), v = E - Et,, and 0 is the lepton 

polar scattering angle. 

The density matrix elements ryj are the same as for polarized 

real photons except 

OT OL 
04 pti f (E + A>R pik a a 

rik= i + (s + A)R J 3.k cz = l-,2 Pik 
1 + (E + A)R 
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where T and L refer to production by transverse snd longitudinal 

photons respectively and A is defined as A = z$ (1 - E) <Cl. 

It is clear that p oT 
and P OS can only be separated by varying 

e + A at fixed W and Q*; for the present data no separation is 

possible because the experiments have fixed incident lepton 

energies. 

The p" decay distribution may be simplified if we use the 

angle Y = (p - Q which is defined in Fig. 35 for forward produced 

rhos. As a reminder, Fig. 36 shows the distribution of coseH and 

I for p" mesons produced with linearly polarized real photons (4). 

An almost pure sin*@ cos*P distribution due to s-channel helicity 

conservation is observed. Assuming that SCHC and natural parity 

exchange in the t-channel holds for Q* > 0 we would expect similar 

behavior for the transverse rho electroprtiuction. In electro- 

production the transverse photons are linearly polarized with the 

degree of polarization equal to E (= 0.9 for present experiments) 

and the polarization vector is in the scattering plane. If the 

longitudinal photons produce rhos then the longitudinal rho decay 

distribution will be isotropic around the o" direction of flight 

with respect to the electron scattering plane, i.e. W(YE) = const 

and assuming SCHC then W(cos0) = cos*0 H' 

The angular distributions for the SLAC bubble chamber (66) 

79 +p"p data are shown in Fig. 37". The data of Dakin et al 67) 

and the DESY streamer chamber (68) experiment show similar behavior 
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as seen in Fig. 37b, c. The anisotropic Y distribution can only 

arise from production by transverse photons. The strong cos*Y 

component indicates that the p" mesons are produced predominantly 

by transverse photons. The rather flat co@ distribution indicates 

a cos*Q component from the longitudinal photon or s-channel helicity 

flip amplitudes of the transverse rho component. 

In the scatter plot of Fig. 37a, the effect of interference 

between longitudinal and transverse p" can be seen as enhanced 

I= 0' (360') production for c0s.0~ < 0 and enhanced Y = 180' 

production for coseH > 0. 

The SIX! bubble chamber group (66) and the DESY streamer 

chamber group (68) analyze the p" decay angular distribution of Eqn. 

14 in terms of the p" density matrix in the helicfty system from 

moment analyses for events in the p ' mass region and It I < 0.6 Ge+. 

This procedure allows a small background component from phase space 

and a*~- events to be included (,< 5% of the rho for ItI < 0.6 GeV). 

The values for all parameters are given in Table IV along with the 

expected results if s-channel helicity is conserved. Within one to 

two standard deviations the density matrix elements of Table IV are 

consistent with SCHC with the exception of r' o. which shows a 2 - 3 

standard deviation effect from the expected zero in the SLAC data. 

The DESY experiment finds a value for r& consistent with SCHC. 

If roO > 0, it would imply a contribution from single flip helicity 

amplitudes to transverse rho production; however, in photoproduction 
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1 pm is consistent with zero (4). Note, that the s-channel helicity 

flip terms are necessarily zero at t = 0 and the data are weighted 

to small t values by an exponential t-dependence (see Rapporteur 

talk by R. Talman). Thus the low t data may be washing out a 

helicity flip amplitude contribution for t ,> 0.2 GeV2. However, 

the DESY STC group (74) have checked their decay angular dis- 

tributions for 0.2 < t < 0.6 GeV2 and find the density matrix 

elements to be consistent with SCHC. 

With this warning, we now assume SCHC holds in electroproduc- 

tion as it approximately does in photoproduction and also only 

natural parity exchange occurs in the t-channel. Then the decay 

angular distribution of Eqn. 14 reduces to 

w@,d = 3 
8fl*(l+s~) I ER cos*Q + 2 sin2e(1 + E cos 2q) 05) 

- (sR(l+s)/2)- cos 6 sin 28 cos Jr : 

The two free parameters, R and cosb, are then determined in 

maximum likelihood fits accounting for x- A* and phase space 

contributions. R measures the ratio of longitudinal to transverse 

p” production cross sections and cos6 measures the phase between 

the production amplitudes for longitudinal and transverse photons. 

In Fig. 38 the parameters R and cos6 are given for the data of the 

DESY streamer chamber 68) , SLAC bubble chamber (66 > and the SLAC 

wide aperture spectrometer experiments (67) . Within errors the ex- 

periments agree and show a large contribution from longitudinally 
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polarized rhos which interfere strongly with the transverse com- 

ponent. Vector dominance models (6gy 75) suggest 

P 

O-6) 

where E- gives the ratio of uL(pop -+ pop) to uT(pop + pop). The 

measurements (Fig. 38) fall between the two cases: 0 6 =lwith 

cL 
= tiT(D) and ii) 5 < 0.35 suggested by Sakurai and Schildknecht (69). 

However, Sakurai(76) has pointed out that the new results from the 

MIT experiment in Riordan's thesis (77) for R = ci&r$, at high u) 

result in a value for R = cr~'c~ between (0.25 -P 0.56) 2 2 
Q /m P 

in their 

model. 

In fact, the combination of the three experiments suggest 

R= constant is also possible (E is essentially independent of Q* 

for these data see Fig. 3 or ref. 78). 

(a r[+x- Line Shape 

Two groups have presented results on the IC+SC- line shape (66, 67). 

In their fits to the 

Breit-Wigner form is 

(Mp/Mnfx-)" and n is 

plotted in Fig. 39. 

the SLAC WAS results 

Dalitz plot density of reaction (12) the rho 

multiplied by the mass skewing factor 

determined in the fit. The results are 

The SLAC HBC data show no Q* variation while 

indicate the xfn- line shape becomes more 

like a p-wave Breit-Wigner form. Within errors the experiments 

agree. The diffraction disociation model of Kramer and Quinn (79) 
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suggest the skewing goes away with Q* as (mz+Q*-t)*/(mz,+Q*-t)*. 

@> Lo"- Electroproduction 

Two groups(66, 68) measured o-electroproduction in the channel 

yvp -b Jr+Yl-Yf”p . (17) 

The fl+fi-a' mass distributions are shown in Fig. 40 and show a 

strong CD peak. The shaded events occur for 0.5 < Q* 5 2.5 GeV2 in 

the SLAGHBC data and show a significant u signal. 

The w contribution to the total cross section is given in 

Fig. 41a together with the photoproduction results for the same W 

interval. The data points agree with the photoproduction value, 

but do not exclude the Q* variation found for U(p)/cTOT. A similar 

conclusion was found in the DESY data. Their Q* dependence for 

y+p --so p is seen in Fig. 41b. However, we do not expect cUto 

behave like u 
P 

at low energies because of the large one-pion 

exchange contribution to c o3 observed at Q* = 0 (4, 80). 

VI. Conclusions 

1. The p’ has been observed in three different experimental 

techniques: 

a) p'-photoproduction shows a diffractive behavior and 

from an analysis of the decay angular distributions 

one finds a Jp = 1- IG = If system decaying into 

00 
P &t- 
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b) e+e- annihilation into a J PC = 1-- p’ + POE0 
hc+fi- 

c) n-p + IT+YT-II shows a resonance structure in the p-wave 

X+X- phase shift at 1590 MeV which is associated with 

the p’ + ti+sl- decay. 

2. The t-distribution of 'yp + qp shows little energy depend- 

ence between 2 and 20 CeV photon energies assuming that s-channel 

helicity flip contributions can be neglected at 2 GeV. Since only 

the Pomeron trajectory is thought to contribute to yp + cpp the cp 

results imply a flat Regge trajectory for the Pomeron. 

3. The study of p” -electroproduction has shown: 

a) The relative contribution of the "elastic" p” electro- 

production cross section to QroT decreases with Q2 

over the W range 2 - 5 GeV2. The Q2 dependence of 

rvnp + pop falls roughly as the p” propagator 

$1 f Q2/F?)2. 

b) The decay angular distribution of the p” are consistent 

with SCHC and natural parity exchange in the t-channel. 

If these properties are assumed to hold exactly for 

p" electroproduction, a significant longitudinal p” 

contribution which interferes strongly with the trans- 

verse p" amplitude is observed. 
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Table I: Input Values for the Compton Sum Rule a at E y= g-3 Gev. 

Vector Meson 

0.64 +, 0.05 b 
4.8 + 0.5 b 
2.9 t 0.2 b 
3.921.3 f 

a) G. Wolf, Ref. 18 

b) J. le Francois, Ref. 23 

c) G. Wolf, Ref. 29 

d) m , Ref. 4 

e) Ref. 29, 30 

f) SB , Ref. 1.6 

d6 --I dt t=O (YP -)Q d(cLbb8 

100 2 IJ c 

11.4 +, 2.1 d 

2.85 2 0.2 e 

1525 f 
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Wble If: Summary of p‘ Properties 

Procedure 
', 

P IG 
(M:V) (M:V) 

a 73 Q'P 1- 1+ 23500 ~600 1.6 2 O&b 3.9 2 1.3 
4ph+x- 

Se'-, p' 
b 

bpOx+x- l.- 1+ ~~1600 3CO-400 16 +, 5 nb 4.2 5 1.3 

c +- 
x-p +wn 1 1 ego f. 20 180 53’ 2 50 rfP’3 Jt+f) 

r(K>all ) 
= 0-a +, 0.05 

a) SB Ref. 16 and streamer chamber Ref. 11 

b) Ref. 14 

c) CEF?N-Munchen Ref. 27 

c) Assuming only p'+ P'TK+~- and (p'->g"~o~o) = 1/2(j"-)B"rr+rc-) 
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IPeactlon yp - $p , 

Table III: da da Results of Fits to =I dt t=. I eAt for all t and for/t/C 0.n Ge? 

2 Bonn Ref, X 

2.!3/4.7 SEi? 
Ref. 4 

8.5 Cornell 
Ref. 2y 

9.3 SBT 
R?z?f. ry 

I 12 !3.LAC-Wisconsin 
5 Ref. 30 
I 

6.5 s~clc lgyo 
Ref. 33 

'll*> v 

23.0 ” 

14.5 m 

16,0 w 

allt 

au/a&) A(GeV-2) X2/Of 

bW@J? 
1*47~ o-a56 4.06 +0.2my !?a/3 

a*yk 0.W~ 4.2 2 a.1 249 

2.62 0-34 5A5 +0.53 1.212 

2.322 0.5s h-26 200.88 0.33,!2 

1.99 + 0.3 4.42 0.27 3.314 

I.88 0.65 +, 3.50 0.55 +, 6.6/6 

1.q 0.78 4.31 20.75 LO/2 

1.612 0.3 4.22 + 0.41 9.318 

1.43+_0.3 4.Og+_O.46 7.517 

>.60+ 0.22 3.16 0.44 2 2.315 

1 
Itl LO.75 

du/dtu, t&4 A( GeV-2) $1 Of 

2.70 to.-p 

1.58 +, 0.76 

1.9 g-29 

1.74t O-57 

1.40 f 0.41 

0.89 to.54 

salrrx? 

saluale 

S8UE? 

same 

5-13 i: 0.53 

3.15 2 0.83 

4.58 2 1.22 

4.45 5 0.65 

4-w +, 0.57 

3.912 1.13 

0,311 

6.014 

O-Y/l 

7.616 

7.516 

o.Oq2 



Table IV: PO- density matrix elements in the helicity system from 

events of the reaction 7, p +x+x- p in the Jo region 

0.6LMfixC0.9 GeV for {ti < 0.6 Gel? a 

DESY b:2.2cW<2.8 GeV ELACc22.5<W<5 GeV Prediction from 

0.3CQ2( 1.5 Ge? 0.2<Q2<2.9 GeP SCHCe 

P4 o. 0.215 + 0.039 d 

Re 04 rlo 0.047 + 0.040 

$4, -0.050 2 0.061 

ri, 0.082 2 0.108 

1 5l -0.066 + 0.077 

Re r10 1 0.076 2 0.062 

1 rla O-333 to-098 

Im 2. rlo -0.014 50.059 

Im r:-1 -0.247 f 0.093 

15 o. -0.000 + 0.052 

3 11 -a.020 2 0.036 

Re 30 0.080 to.032 

$ 1 -0.006 + 0.049 

Im 6 rlo -0.089 + 0.031 

0.330 2 0.093 sR/(l+eR) 

0.041 20.057 

-0.091 2 0.053 

0.383 +, 0.160 

-0.033 2 0.100 

0.200 +, 0.093 

0.31 +, 0.13 

-0.0% + 0.088 

-0.37 2 o.l.2 

0.068 + 0.065 

-0.091 20.047 

0.127 to.039 

o.im 20.067 

-0.139 + 0.045 

0 

0.5/(1+eR) 

0 

-00.5/( l+eR) 

0 

0 

0 

6 Im rlcl 0.032 +, 0.047 0.00 + 0.06 0 

a) For the DESY data 0.6<Mflx< 0.85 GeV and ltldO.5 GeV2 was used. 

b) DESY Streamer chamber Ref. 69. 

c) SLAC Bubble chamber Ref. 66. 

d) Determined by a maximum likelihood fit to the Dalitz plot density. 

e) R = crI/eI: actually E should be replaced by (H-A) where A= 2M$l-,)/Q2<< 1. 
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Figure Captions 

1. The mass spectrum of n+r- pairs photoproduced on carbon. Figure taken 

from Ref. 10. 

2. Four-pion invariant mass distribution from the SLAC streamer chamber 

experiment on the reaction yp ----t fa-7r+8’p. Figure taken from Ref. 11. 

(a) All events 

(b) Events not containing a A* 

(c) Events not containing a A++ but including a p” 

3. Cross section for the reaction e+e- ----) 4x*. Data taken from Ref. 13, 15. 

4. Reaction 3/p -+ ~r+n-lr+r-p: Differential cross section versus momentum- 

transfer (t’ = t - tmin) for 6 < E y < 18 GeV for events in the p1 region. 

Data of the SLAC streamer chamber group. Figure taken from Ref. 11. 

5. Reaction ‘yp -+ r’r-7r’n-p: Top, distribution of the angles 8 and fi for 

M 4u c 1.7 GeV; bottom, n uncorrected for analyzer efficiency. Data of 

SB. Figure taken from Ref. 16. 

6. Reaction yp + ?r+r-nc?r-p: 4x* mass distribution divided by 5-body phase 

space weighted by the p” Breit-Wigner to account for (p” r+r’)p phase 

space. Curve gives the shape of thep’ Breit-Wigner. 

7. Reaction +yp ----) ~r+r-n+r-p: Top, model for the p’ in terms of a Deck effect; 

below, comparison of t and mass spectra for the data with the prediction 

of Deck effect model. Figure taken from Ref. 26. 

8. Reaction n-p ---* r-?r+n at 17.2 GeV/c. Data of CERN-MUNCHEN Collabora- 

tion. 

(a) m phase shift d ‘1 and elasticity 77: in the energy range 600 5 Mnn < 

1900 MeV for isospin 1, P-wave 

(b) Argand diagrams (Im T1 versus Re T’) for the partial wave amplitudes 

from the energy-dependent fit. Numbers indicate the ‘ITR energy. Figure 

taken from Ref. 27. 
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9. R@actfon r-p - n’n+n: Data of CERN-MijNCHEN Collaboration. TX angular 

di$tribUi~n moments in the region between Mrr = 1400 and 1800 MeV, and 

cstla$~~‘iS~ii of two mass-dependent fits. The full line includes a second 

r&KUWICe in the P-wave. The broken line is the result without including a 

second re6onlmc8 in the P-wave; this fit is seen not to reproduce well the 

Yi, Yi, sun$ Yi moments. The dots are reconstructed from the energy 

independent analpis and follow closely the drop at 1450 MeV. Figure taken 

from Ref. 27. 

10, Rerrctfon yp - p7$n* + neutrals at 2.8, 4.7, and 9.3 GeV. lr+x- MM mass 

dirtributian far 

(EL) ItI u 0.6 QeV2. 

(b) 0.6 C ItI < 1 Ge?. Events with 0.32 c M,+,- < 0.6 GeV(w” like) 

&I% Bh&ed, Figure taken from Ref. 32. 

11. R&%&ion ‘yp - pn*n- MM at 9.3 GeV. Differential cross section da/d t for 

evt2ntS iii the “Et” region. Figure taken from Ref. 32. 

12. Reaction y’p -p’W. The point labelled “:SLAC+Be~r~eIeg” comes from 

the SLAC -Berkeley experiment and has been obtained from a fit with a “B” 

width of 150 MeV and an w?r” background, according to an OPE calculation 

of Q, Wolf, The cross sections have been corrected for the decays 

w -neutrals. The point labelled “SLAC spectrometer r= 100 MeV* has 

been etiitr&polated from differential cross sections given in Ref. 33. The 

patnt k&led I’ p = 150 MeV” was obtained by scaling the above point by a 

f&etor 1.5, Figure taken from Ref. 32. 

13. Reaction y p - p w TO: Diagrams for a non-resonant Deck effect. 

14, ReEietion yp - pr4a-MM at 9.3 GeV. n+r-MM mass distribution for it I < 

0.6 GeV with 0.6 < M,+,- < 0.9 GeV (p” MM like). 
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15. Reaction yC - n+?r-C: The tr+n- mass distribution at the two indicated 

energy intervals. Figure taken from Ref. 44. 

16. Reaction yA --p” A for A = H2 and Carbon: n+n- mass skewing parameter n 

as a function of momentum transfer. Data of Ref. 3: 34, 44. 

17. Reaction yp - p” p: The differential cross section, do/d t, for 0.5 C M, 

< 1.0 GeV. The solid line is the result of a Siiding fit (a) - (d) for the 

indicated photon energy intervals. Figure taken from Ref, 45. 

18. Reaction yp -pop: Energy dependence of the exponential slope. Rho dif- 

ferential cross section obtained from the standard method suggested by 

Yennie. Data from Ref. 48 (SWT), 4 (SB), 29 (Cornell), and 45 (SLAC). 

19. Reaction yp - pop: Differential cross section for It I c 0.15 GeV. Com- 

parison of SB data and the SLAC - *+a- spectrometer data for photon 

energies - 9.3 GeV. Data taken from Ref. 4 and 45. 

20. Energy dependence of the slope of elastic ?r*, K*, pi scattering in hydrogen. 

Figure taken from Ref. 1. 

21. (a) Fits of do/dt of p” photoproduction to sum of P and f exchange, 

utilizing the dual absorptive model. 

(b,c) Pomeron and f exchange amplitude slopes as obtained from fits of 

do/dt. Dash curve shows the results obtained by Davier from np 

elastic scattering. Figure taken from Ref. 51. 

22. Helicity amplitudes for yp - ~‘7~p (Mr.+ - Mp) (2 ReToj and 

zN( IF:- I/ IFLI) scattering. Figure taken from Ref. 51. 

23. Reaction yp -+p at 2.8, 4.7, 9.3 GeV. Decay angular distribution of Kg 

pairs in the helicity system in the cp mass region and 0.02 < it I c 0.8 

GeV2, The curves are calculated for an s-channel helicity conserving 

production amplitude. Figure taken from Ref. 4. 
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24. Reaction yp - 9 p: Bgrenn data at 2 GeV together with the bubble chamber 

data Of ABBNHM &3llaboration, 1.8 - 2.5 GeV (Ref. 55). 

25. Reaction ‘yp - Q p differential cross section. 

(a) 2.8 + 4,7 QeV of SBT, ABBHHM from 2.5 - 5.8 GeV and DESY-MIT, 

6.2 C&IT. 

(b) 9.3 C&V 8B, Cornell at 8.5 GeV and SLAC -Wisconsin spectrometer 

e~rtmont at - 12 GeV. 

Figure taken from Ref. 4. 

26, Reaction yp - $I p, B&pendence of d o/d t at t = -0.6 GeV. Data of SLAC- 

Wlscon%inao md Bonn. 65 

27. Reaction ‘yp - $I p. Differential cross section for the high statistic counter 

data. IMa of Ref. 2B, 30, 55, and 61. 

28. Reaction K’p -K* p and pp =+pp: Differential cross section for t = -0.6 GeV2. 

29. Reaction yp- Cp p. s-dependence of 

(a) exponetitial slope A. 

(b) da/dt at t * 0, 

Full cuk+ve ig B fit to A 2 A0 + 2 avPn (s/s’). The dashed curve is the re- 

sult of Chadwick g$.. g.1. 51 for the s-dependence of the Pomeron amplitude 

(thnes factor 2) of Fig. 21. 

30. Reacti0n pp -pp: Experimental slope parameter A (denoted b on figure) 

as 8 frtnction of the e&I&r of mass energy s. Figure taken from Ref. 49. 

31. Reaction ‘yp - n+nLp: r*n- mass distribution data from Ref. 66, 67, and 68. 
‘f = 

32. l3eacttoa y,g -7r R p: ~‘lr- mass distributions for the three indicated Q2 

inttewak. P&U?% taken from Ref. 66 (SLAC bubble chamber data). 
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33. Reaction y,p - pop: Q2-dependence of o(+~$J - p*p)/ 0 total data of 

Ref. 66, 67, and 68. 

34. Reaction yvp - p” p: Q2-dependence of ~(y,p -5 p” p) for two energy 

intervals. The curves were calculated using the given expressions. The 

factor p* (0)/p*(Q2) enters because of the difference in photon flux (see 

Ref. 68). Data of Ref. 6’7, 68, 78, and 71, u (p) _ Q2e0 = 13.3 f 0.5pbfor 

the h&her energy data of Dakin eel. 

36. Reaction ep -epp’: Definition of decay angles BH, qH in the helicity 

system for forward p” production. Figure taken from Ref. 18. 

36. Reaction yp - nfn-p: Decay angular distributions in the helicity system 

for events in the p region. Figure taken from Ref. 4. 

37. Reaction y,p - n+a-p: Decay angular distributions in the helicity sys- 

tem for events in the p region. 

(a) Figure taken from Ref. 66, SLAC bubble chamber data. 

(b) Figure taken from Ref. 68, DESY streamer chamber data. 

(c) Scatter plots of the data as a function of 9 and cos 8. The top plot is 

of the raw data and the bottom plot is of data approximately corrected 

for geometrical acceptance. Figure taken from Ref. 67, SLAC WAS. 

38. Reaction y ,p - pop: R= U L /a T and cos 6 the longitudinal (L)-trans- 

verse (T) phase difference assuming s-channel helicity conservation. The 

curves show predictions from vector dominance models with aL = oT 

t ----) and CL = 0.35 oT (-. -,) for the pop - pop cross section. Data 

taken from Ref. 66, 67, 68. Note: cos b determined by the method of 

moments for DESY result. 

39. Reaction yp - n* n-p: Mass skewing parameter n from BWP 

as a function of Q2. Figure taken from Ref. 66. 
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40. Reaction y v p - 7r+r-?r”p: M Ir+n-?ro mass distribution for Q2 > 0. Data 

of Ref. 66 and 68. 

41. Reaction yvp - op. 

la) u$P -) wPk+(,T versus Q2 for the SLAC-HBC data. Figure 

taken from Ref. 66. 

(b) a(v,~ - op) versus Q2 for the DEST STC data. Figure taken from 

Ref. 68. 

:- 
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